MEMORANDUM

To: Lawrence Williams
   Chair, Undergraduate Council

From: Elaine Charlson

Date: October 31, 2008

Re: Undergraduate Council Approvals

I have approved all council recommendations related to CBM003 forms:

UC 9781 08F: PETR 2311: Reservoir Petrophysics (new course)
UC 9782 08F: PETR 3211: Petroleum Engineering Lab (new course)
UC 9783 08F: PETR 3313: Reservoir Fluids (new course)
UC 9784 08F: PETR 3318: Well Drilling and Completion I (new course)
UC 9785 08F: PETR 3321: Pressure Transient Testing (new course)
UC 9786 08F: PETR 4300: Data Mining and Database Management (new course)
UC 9787 08F: PETR 5302: Reservoir Engineering II (new course)
UC 9788 08F: PETR 5310: Petroleum Production Economics (new course)
UC 9789 08F: PETR 5311: Creativity and Innovation (new course)
UC 9790 08F: PETR 5324: Theory of Reservoir Modeling (new course)
UC 9791 08F: PETR 5325: Integrated Reservoir Characterization (new course)
UC 9792 08F: PETR 5350: Natural Gas Engineering (new course)
UC 9793 08F: PETR 5372: Petroleum Production Operations (new course)
UC 9794 08F: PETR 5392: Project Management (new course)
UC 9807 08F: ANTH 4338: Visual Anthropology (new course)
UC 9808 08F: CLAS 4353: Classics and Modernity: The Uses of Antiquity in Modern and Postmodern Contexts (new course)
UC 9809 08F: FREN 3317: Business French
UC 9810 08F: FREN 4316: Contemporary France (new course)
UC 9811 08F: FREN 4332: Jung and French Literature
UC 9812 08F: SPAN 1501: Elementary Spanish I
UC 9813 08F: SPAN 1502: Elementary Spanish II
UC 9814 08F: SPAN 1505: Intensive Elementary Spanish
UC 9815 08F: SPAN 2308: Spanish for Hispanic Heritage Learners II
UC 9816 08F: SPAN 3341: Language of Business and Trade
UC 9817 08F: SPAN 3342: Cross-Cultural Business Context: U.S./Latin America
UC 9818 08F: HIND 1501: Beginning Hindi I
UC 9819 08F: POLS 3312: Introduction to Research Methods in Political Science
UC 9821 08F: POLS 3372: Latino Politics

Learning. Leading.